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The bottom-up construction of bio-inspired systems capable of selfmaintenance and reproduction is a central goal in systems chemistry
and synthetic biology. A particular challenge in such systems is the
continuous regeneration of key proteins required for macromolecular
synthesis. Here, we probe self-maintenance of a reconstituted in vitro
translation system challenged by serial transfer of selected key proteins. We find that the system can simultaneously regenerate multiple
essential polypeptides, which then contribute to the maintenance of
protein expression after serial transfer. The presented strategy oﬀers a
robust methodology for probing and optimizing continuous selfregeneration of proteins in cell-free environments.

The field of bottom-up synthetic biology aims to create lifelike
systems from inanimate building blocks.1–4 A major feature of
living matter is its ability to undergo self-maintenance and
growth by continuous reproduction of their key building
blocks. In biomimetic systems based on DNA, RNA, and proteins, this could be achieved with self-maintaining in vitro
translation systems in which both polynucleotides and polypeptides of the system are continuously regenerated5,6
We have recently reported the self-replication of large DNA
molecules encoding most of the non-ribosomal translation factors
(TFs) of the PURE (protein synthesis using recombinant elements)
system7 using in vitro transcription-translation (IVTT) coupled
DNA replication (TTcDR).8 During TTcDR, a considerable fraction
of these genes was expressed in amounts equal or exceeding their
respective input levels. However, whether the expressed proteins
were functional remained unclear.
A direct method to mimic continuous growth and/or degradation in self-regenerating systems far from thermodynamic
equilibrium are serial transfer (ST) experiments.9,10 Here, a
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fraction of an autocatalytic reaction is recursively transferred
into new solutions with fresh substrate molecules, which are
consumed during autocatalytic regeneration. ST has been successfully used to study self-replication and evolution of nucleic
acid-based replicators11–14 including IVTT-based systems.15–17
In contrast, the corresponding autocatalytic regeneration of
essential PURE proteins has remained largely unexplored.
Here, we sought to explore if PURE systems can successfully
regenerate a subset of its essential protein components during
ST to an extent that IVTT activity is maintained throughout the
process.
To probe autocatalytic maintenance of specific proteins of
interest (POIs) that are essential for IVTT activity, we established a ST protocol based on custom PURE systems
(Scheme 1). In the first step, a PURE master mix containing
all components required for IVTT initiated synthesis of a
specific essential POI from a plasmid template. After incubation for 1 h at 37 1C, a fraction of this seed ‘‘generation’’ (gen1)
was transferred to a fresh POI-depleted PURE mastermix
(PUREDPOI) programmed with a POI expression plasmid
(gen2). After a further 1 h incubation of gen2, a second transfer
of gen2 into a PUREDPOI mastermix containing the POIplasmid yielded gen3. We anticipated that both the dilution
from gen1 to gen2 (B13% of remaining input POI) and in
particular from gen2 to gen3 (B1.8% of remaining input POI)
would severely reduce IVTT activity in the absence of suﬃcient
POI in situ regeneration and that three generations of ST would
be suﬃcient to address potential POI maintenance in PUREDPOI systems. To confirm the expected loss in IVTT activity in
non-regenerating PURE systems and the maintenance in regenerative systems, we carried out additional control experiments
in which the STs were carried out as described above. However,
the key diﬀerence was that PUREDPOI samples at gen2 and
gen3 were mixed with non-POI plasmids (control generations;
gen2c, gen3c) whose expression imposed a similar synthetic
burden on the PURE system.
First, we tested the ability of the customized PURE systems to
individually regenerate the three major PURE enzymes T7-RNA
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Scheme 1 Serial dilution scheme used to explore regeneration of essential PURE proteins of interest (POIs). After an initial ‘‘boot-up’’ of POI
expression in a complete PURE system (gen1), further dilutions in POIdepleted PURE systems (PUREDPOI) containing plasmids encoding either
the POI (gen2, gen3) or a control gene (nc, gen2c and gen3c) were carried
out. A separate transfer of each generation into a ‘‘readout’’ PUREDPOI
reaction containing an sfGFP expression plasmid enables testing the
functionality of the in situ regenerated POIs. The POI fractions transferred
from previous generations are indicated. Depending on the reaction, the
POI or NC-coding plasmids are also transferred serially (not shown).

polymerase (T7-RNAP), adenylate kinase (AK) and nucleoside
diphosphate kinase (NDK) during ST. While T7 RNAP is required
to transcribe the plasmid-encoded genes before translation, NDK is
the key enzyme for regeneration of NTP pools from ATP. AK is a
component of the PURE energy regeneration system and is vital for
the regeneration of AMP produced during tRNA aminoacylation by
aminoacyl-tRNA synthetases.18 Direct regeneration of full-length
POI IVTT in PUREDPOI samples programmed with POI-expression
plasmids was monitored by in-gel imaging of samples from ST
experiments that were carried out in the presence of BODIPY
FL-lysyl-tRNAlys (FluoroTec GreenLys in vitro Translation Labeling
System). As expected, we observed IVTT of full-length POIs in gen1
in the presence of the encoding plasmids pT7 (expressing
T7-RNAP), pAK1 (expressing AK), and pNDK (expressing NDK)
(Fig. 1). Intriguingly, we also observed enhanced de novo synthesis
of all three POIs after ST into gen2 and gen3. For T7-RNAP, gen2
contained about 70% of the initial gen1 levels followed only by a
minor drop to B60% in gen3. In contrast, ST of PUREDT7-RNAP
reactions in absence of pT7 led to a severe loss of BODIPY-Lys
labelled T7-RNAP at gen2c (B30%) and gen3c (B10%), suggesting
that the remaining levels of T7-RNAP from gen1 were insuﬃcient
for T7-RNAP self-regeneration above background levels. For NDK,
apparent self-regeneration was even more pronounced with stable
levels of labelled protein throughout gen1 to gen3, whereas serial
dilutions of NDK gen1 into PUREDNDK samples for which pDNK
had been replaced with pAK1 led to a drastic gradual decrease of
BODIPY-Lys-labelled NDK from B50% in gen2c to B10% in gen3c.
Finally, for AK, ST of gen1 into PUREDAK containing pAK1 caused
stable, though slowly decreasing, levels of labelled AK with B80%
of gen1 levels at gen2 and 50% at gen3. As for the other POIs,
labelled AK levels reduced drastically in the absence of pAK1
(B30% at gen2c and B5% at gen3c). In conclusion, all three
tested POIs were expressed in PUREDPOI samples containing
the respective POI expression plasmid throughout two STs
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Fig. 1 Gel images of PURE reactions after in situ fluorescence labelling of
regenerated T7Pol, NDK, and AK using BODIPY FL-lysyl-tRNAlys. Approximate percentages of the main POI band (Fig. S1, ESI†) in relation to gen1
(excluding truncated products) are indicated.

(Table S5, ESI†). As expected, POI synthesis rapidly decreased after
gen1 upon the respective POI expression plasmid being replaced
with a control plasmid (Fig. 1).
While in-gel expression levels gave an initial estimate of POI
regeneration through sustained IVTT, it provided little information regarding to which extent the newly produced POI
could contribute to the maintenance of overall IVTT activity
in POI-depleted PURE systems. Therefore, we probed the general IVTT activity of each generation by diluting B13% of the
reaction after 1 h POI regeneration into a PUREDPOI reaction
containing an expression plasmid for superfolder green fluorescent protein (sfGFP)19 (Scheme 1, green box). We anticipated
that, in case a generation had produced suﬃcient amounts of
active POI, IVTT should produce similar amounts of sfGFP in
gen1, gen2, and gen3. In contrast, the absence of active POI
regeneration should largely prevent sfGFP synthesis.
Indeed, while sfGFP expression during active T7-RNAP
regeneration remained close to constant from gen1 to gen3,
the control transfer gen2c and gen3c showed a massive
decrease in sfGFP yields (Fig. 2a). Thus, the in situ produced
T7-RNAP was active and the yield was suﬃcient to maintain
IVTT activity throughout both STs. The residual sfGFP expression observed in gen3c suggested that the remaining T7-RNAP
from the initial gen1 PURE mix, the de novo synthesised
T7-RNAP in the same generation, the remaining pT7 plasmid,
as well as T7-RNAP mRNA might allow very low basal levels of
background transcription for at least two STs into samples
containing PUREDT7-RNA.
Similar evidence for sustained regeneration of active POI were
obtained for gen1 to gen3 for AK and NDK (Fig. 2b and c). For the
latter, sfGFP expression in gen3 was decreased compared to gen1
indicating that not all of the regenerated protein was functionally active. In all cases, sfGFP expression in the control reactions
expressing non-depleted proteins (Table S5, ESI†) collapsed to
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Fig. 2 Normalised sfGFP fluorescence endpoints (100 min IVTT, 37 1C) after diluting diﬀerent generations of the ST protocol (Scheme 1) into PUREDPOI
programmed with a sfGFP expression plasmid. (a) sfGFP IVTT performance of diﬀerent PUREDT7 generations starting from gen1 (grey) and further
dilutions in presence of either pT7 (blue) or the control plasmid pNDK (orange). (b) sfGFP IVTT performance of PUREDAK generations. After gen1 (grey),
reactions were subsequently diluted either in the presence of pAK1 (blue) or the control plasmid pT7 (orange). (c) For PUREDAK, dilutions were carried out
either in the presence of pNDK (blue) or pAK1 (orange). Error bars show standard deviations.

minimal sfGFP expression levels after gen1. We could confirm
these results by in-gel imaging of sfGFP expression (Fig. S2, ESI†).
In conclusion, in situ regeneration of individually depleted PURE
proteins enables stable maintenance during ST experiments.
Having shown that custom PURE systems can regenerate
missing POIs upon depletion by ST, we sought to probe
whether regeneration and maintenance of IVTT activity is also
possible if multiple TFs require regeneration during gen2 and
gen3. To this end, we explored the parallel regeneration of
twelve essential tRNA synthetases and release factor 1 (RF1). All
of these proteins are encoded on the large plasmid pLD1, which
was designed to facilitate in-house production of PURE
systems.20 We were recently able to show that expression of
all thirteen pLD1-encoded TFs can be achieved in non-depleted
PURE systems compatible with DNA replication.8 To probe if
the in situ synthesised TFs can feed back into IVTT activity and,

thus, contribute to a partial self-regeneration in the semiautonomous PURE system, we challenged a PURE system
depleted from all thirteen pLD1-encoded TFs (PUREDLD1)
through ST. Using BODIPY-Lys-tRNA labelling, we found
evidence for stable expression of the TFs during gen1, gen2,
and gen3 (Fig. 3a and Table S6, ESI†). In contrast, TF expression
rapidly ceased in gen2c and gen3c when the control plasmid
pLD2 was used during ST instead of pLD1. pLD2 encodes a
subset of 9 PURE TFs, which are, however, present in
PUREDLD1.20
Next, we tested the performance of the regenerated pLD1encoded TFs using the sfGFP IVTT assay. Intriguingly, we
observed gen2 sfGFP expression levels in PUREDLD1 samples
similar to gen1 (Fig. 3b). This implied that suﬃcient amounts
of TFs were regenerated to maintain overall IVTT activity. In
contrast, sfGFP expression in gen2c was barely detectable,

Fig. 3 Regeneration of pLD1-encoded translation factors during serial dilution of PUREDLD1. (a) Fluorescent gel image of PURE reactions after in situ
fluorescence labelling of 13 regenerated pLD1 proteins using BODIPY FL-lysyl-tRNAlys. Annotated bands are based on previous annotations, which were
confirmed by mass spectrometry.8,20 Average expression yields of pLD1 proteins relative to gen1 were estimated by fluorescence densitometry of the
seven annotated bands. The relative yields of each assigned band are shown in Table S6 (ESI†). (b) sfGFP IVTT performance of PUREDLD1 generations.
Following gen1 (grey), reactions were subsequently diluted either in the presence of pLD1 (blue) or the control plasmid pLD2 (orange) that encode
diﬀerent subsets of PURE translation factors.20
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suggesting that the transfer from gen1 was not suﬃcient to
maintain IVTT activity and that further POI re-synthesis was
required. While enough TFs were produced for sustained IVTT
activity in gen2 and the additional dilution into the sfGFP
reporter mixture, the same sfGFP experiments proved to be
overly challenging for the PUREDLD1 system at gen3 under the
current conditions. Here, sfGFP expression levels dropped
sharply by about 75% compared to gen2. This loss in IVTT
activity suggests that the production of all or some of the
thirteen essential pLD1 proteins was not suﬃcient to provide
the concentrations of active enzymes required to enable IVTT
after the further B1 : 10 ST of gen3 into the sfGFP reporter
reaction (Scheme 1). One possible interpretation for this loss in
activity is that the levels of some pLD1 proteins may be
ineﬃciently regenerated throughout repeated passages of ST.
This would be in agreement with the previous observation that
pLD1-encoded Gln-tRNA synthetase or release factor 1 (RF1) are
expressed at levels below their initial input amounts.8 Furthermore, some of the regenerated pLD1 proteins may have folding
defects e.g. due to the absence of chaperones, which would
lower the eﬀective regeneration eﬃciency of the active protein
fraction.21,22
In summary, we have shown that a straightforward and
easily implemented ST protocol can be used to study the selfcoded regeneration of essential PURE proteins. This is an
important step towards the creation, prototyping, and evolution
of self-regenerating in vitro translation systems. Furthermore,
the in situ production of individual proteins essential for IVTT
activity could enable the development of new cell-free strategies
for protein evolution or library screening of interesting target
genes such as orthogonal aminoacyl tRNA synthetases, metabolic enzymes or nucleic acid polymerases.
The parallel regeneration of several proteins over a longer
period is still in need of optimization; for example, by adjusting
the expression strength of the individual co-factors. Future work
will reveal whether the regenerative potential of PURE can be
maintained continuously over a larger number of generations.
Indeed, during the preparation of this manuscript, the continuous simultaneous regeneration of up to seven tRNA synthetases
in a microchemostatic setup was reported.23 The same work also
showed that fine-tuning the amounts of added DNA template is a
critical factor to achieve robust protein regeneration of multiple
proteins in a continuous flow system. Similar optimizations as
well as the addition of chaperone systems21 might also improve
protein regeneration in discontinuous ST-based experiments
that aim to increase the autonomy of PURE systems.
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